The UHSAA is partnered with MaxPreps to provide the UHSAA with the RPI, pitch counts, regular
season/region standings, postseason brackets, scoreboards on UHSAA.org, stat leaderboards and
more. Stats can be sent immediately to local media outlets using MaxPreps’ Send Stats feature.
•

Stat leaders are available at uhsaa.org/stats. These are generated from the stats entered on
MaxPreps. Click here for instructions to enter stats or view MaxPreps stat import partners.

•

If you are using GameChanger for stats & pitch counts, make sure your roster and schedule are
entered in MaxPreps first. Then copy your schedule/roster to GameChanger. Now when you
enter stats in GameChanger they will sync back to MaxPreps for the UHSAA.
o How to Sync GameChanger to MaxPreps

Please review and update your schedules at this time and return prior to the start of the season to enter
your roster. You can return to MaxPreps to submit box score information/pitch counts after each game
and edit your roster or schedule.
Frequently Asked Questions
What is my responsibility? Coaches are required to enter their pitch counts to the UHSAA through
MaxPreps and also need to enter their scores into MaxPreps after each game to power the UHSAA’s
RPI. If you are using GameChanger, it is your responsibility to ensure the results sync over to MaxPreps.
How do I get started? Coaches can register here by entering their email or by
emailing jtaylor@maxpreps.com with their school and sport they need access to. A follow up email will
ensue with team information and how to access the account. If you are already a MaxPreps member,
simply login in the top right corner of MaxPreps.com using your current credentials.
Does MaxPreps have an app for coaches? Yes, the Teams by MaxPreps app allows coaches
to quickly update a score on their phone right after the game. Coaches can also manage their
schedule, roster, team photos and communicate with their staff and athletes in the app. The free
app can be downloaded from the iTunes app store and the Google Play store.
Can coaches allow a team statistician or assistant coach to help manage their team
information? Yes! Once the coach has access to their team page, they can give other individuals
access to their page to help keep their team information accurate and up-to-date. Fans, parents,
communities and media outlets rely on this information.
Who can I contact with further questions? Coaches or ADs may contact MaxPreps at 800-329-7324
x1 or support@maxpreps.com with any questions. Support articles and videos on how to login, post
scores and more are available at support.maxpreps.com. Coaches and ADs may also reach out to
MaxPreps/UHSAA representative Josh Taylor at jtaylor@maxpreps.com.
Thank you for all your work and best of luck this season!

